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Abstract 

Entity Resolution (ER) is a problem that arises in 
many information integration applications. ER process 
identifies duplicated records that refer to the same 
real-world entity (match process), and derives composite 
information about the entity (merge process). Additionally, 
the merged record can match another records recursively. 
Since the ER process is typically compute-intensive, it is 
important to distribute the ER workload across multiple 
processors. In this paper, we propose a parallel algorithm 
for ER, P-Swoosh, which uses generic match and merge 
functions and allows load balancing between processors. 
Our evaluation results using Yahoo! shopping data 
demonstrates the almost linear scalability from 2 to 15 
processors. 

1. Introduction 

Entity Resolution (ER) is a problem that arises in 
many information integration applications. ER (also 
known as deduplication or record linkage) uses two 
functions, match and merge. The match function identifies 
duplicated records that refer to the same real-world entity, 
e.g. the same person, the same product, or the same 
organization. The merge function derives composite 
information about the matched entities. For example, 
customer databases from different business divisions may 
contain multiple records representing the same person, but 
each record may be slightly different, e.g., with different 
spellings of the name or address, or missing some 
information. 

There are many potential applications of ER, not only 
data cleansing for customer relationship management [17], 
but also price comparison search for online shopping [5], 
epidemiological statistics for biomedical research [24] 
and data mining for counter terrorism [16]. The match and 
merge functions in ER are often application dependent. 
For example, consider matching a person's name: some 
users may think two names that sound alike, such as 
“Quadaffi” and “Kadafi”, should be merged, others may 
want to use canonical dictionaries for example to map 
“Bobby” to “Robert”. When matching organization names, 
acronym correspondence is important in some cases, e.g. 
“Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency” would be 

considered the same as “DARPA”. Similarly, one may 
want to include the department name of the organization 
in the matching, and the other may not. In the first case, 
“Stanford School of Engineering” and “Stanford School 
of Law” shouldn't match, but in the latter case, the two 
names should match as “Stanford”. The same is true about 
merge function. Some users may want to combine 
different values into one value, but others may want to 
keep every possible value from the source records. 

A majority of the traditional work on ER has focused 
on a specific application, e.g., resolving bibliographic 
data or customer records. So it is often hard to separate 
the application-specific techniques from the ideas that 
could be used in other contexts. To clearly separate the 
application details from generic ER processing, our ER 
framework approach is to treat the match and merge 
processes as black-box functions of a platform system. 
For example, the match function takes as input two 
records, and decides if they represent the same real-world 
entity. The match function may compute similarities 
between the two records considering various features such 
as examples above. If two records match, the merge 
function is called to generate a new composite record.  

Note that by encapsulating match and merge functions, 
we are separating accuracy issues from performance 
issues. From our perspective, accuracy (i.e., if the 
composite records are “correct”) is a function of the 
match and merge functions, which we are given. Our job 
is only to invoke these functions as few times as 
necessary to compute not an approximate result but a 
complete result. 

To illustrate our approach, and to illustrate some of the 
challenges faced, consider the following simple example: 
Figure 1 shows one possible generic ER outcome for this 
example. Suppose that our black-box match function 
returns a boolean value for the input record pair, e.g.., it 
returns true if name and address of two records are similar 
enough or email address of the records are exactly the 
same. For merging records, the black-box merge function 
combines the names and addresses into a “normalized” 
representative, and performs a set-union on the emails, 
telephone numbers, and social security numbers. For our 
example, the match function compares r1 and r2 and 
returns false because the records do not share information 
with each other. However the match function returns true 
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for the pair of r2 and r3 because they have exactly the 
same e-mail addresses. Thus the merge function combines 
these records into one record r23. Then r1 can match with 
r23 because r23 has similar name and address with r1. 
Finally, we can get integrated information about John Doe 
by merging r1 and r23 into r123. Note that every time two 
records are merged, the merged record needs to be 
re-compared with “everything else” recursively, because a 
merged record has more information, and it can yield an 
initially unforeseen merge like r1 and r23, as shown in 
Figure 1. Of course, the final results can be inconsistent 
depending on the order of match and merge if we chose 
inappropriate match and merge functions. Therefore, we 
will discuss properties for match and merge functions 
which lead to a consistent result (Section 3).  

Since the ER process is typically compute-intensive, it 
is essential to distribute the ER workload across multiple 
processors for a very large record set. The simplest 
approach for the parallelism is splitting the initial records 
into small pieces using “blocking” techniques 
(blocking-based parallelism) [9]. In this approach, the 
initial record set is split according to the values of 
blocking attribute. For example, customer records with 
the same age are moved into separate blocks, and only 
records with the same blocking values are compared. But 
this technique relies on very strong assumption that 
records assigned in different blocks never matches. Thus 
it is problematic because the system can overlook some 
record pairs that should match.  

Another parallelism approach is to divide all possible 
combinations of record pairs and to assign the comparison 
process for the record pairs to multiple processors 
(match-based parallelism) [3, 19]. For example, suppose 
that there are three records r1, r2 and r3 and three 
processors P1, P2 and P3, and if the comparison of record 
pair r1 and r2 is assigned to a processor P1 and that of r2 
and r3 is assigned to the processor P2 and that of r1 and r3 
is assigned P3, then three possible record pairs can be 
compared independently in one cycle. However, in this 
approach, the system needs to replicate records across 
multiple processors, or to employ a shared memory. In the 
previous example, r1 needs to be shared by P1 and P3, and 

r2 needs to be shared by P1 and P2, and r3 needs to be 
shared by P2 and P3. 

In this paper, we propose a parallel algorithm for 
generic ER, P-Swoosh. Instead of dividing the initial 
record set, our approach focuses on dividing and 
allocating the result record set whose records are already 
compared and evaluated as non-matching each other. Our 
evaluation results using Yahoo! shopping data 
demonstrates the almost linear scalability from 2 to 15 
processors. 

In summary, the contributions we make are: 

 We present a definition of generic entity 
resolution, and show how we model the ER 
process. (Section 2) 

 We illustrate some challenges of distributed 
entity resolution for the case where black-box 
match and merge functions are used by 
introducing a previous approach, match-based 
parallelism. (Section 3.1) 

 We present a generic, parallel algorithm, 
P-Swoosh that runs ER on multiple processors. 
(Section 3.2) 

 We discuss some load balancing methods in 
P-Swoosh (Section 3.3) 

 We evaluate the algorithm using real data and 
quantify the performance gains. (Section 4) 

2. Generic Entity Resolution 

We first define our generic setting for ER; (additional 
details can be found in [2]). We are given a set of records 
R = {r1, ..., rn} to be resolved. The match function M(ri , 
rj) returns true if records ri and rj are deemed to represent 
the same real-world entity. As shorthand we write ri ≈ rj. 
If ri ≈ rj, a merge function generates <ri , rj >, the 
composite of ri and rj.  

As discussed in [2], if match and merge functions have 
the following four properties, we can discard the source 
pair of records as redundant information after a merge. 
Furthermore, if the properties hold, then ER process is 
consistent, in the sense that it is finite and does not 
depend on the order in which matching records are 
combined and redundant records discarded. 

 Commutativity: ∀ r1, r2 , r1 ≈ r2 iff r2 ≈ r1, and if 
r1 ≈ r2 then <r1 , r2> = <r2 , r1>. 

 Idempotence: ∀r, r ≈ r and <r, r> = r. 

 Merge representativity: If r12 = <r1 , r2> then for 
any r3 such that r1 ≈ r3, we also have r12 ≈ r3. 

 Merge associativity: ∀ r1, r2, r3 such that both 

r1

r2

r3

Name: John Doe 
Addr: 777 Middle RD 
Tel: 650-123-456 

email: jdoe@ab.com 
SSN: 123-45-6789 

Name: J. Doe 
Addr: 777 Middle Road 
email: jdoe@ab.com 

Figure 1: A sample of ER process 

r23 

r123

Name: John Doe 
Addr: 777 Middle Road
email: jdoe@ab.com 
Tel: 650-123-456 
SSN: 123-45-6789 
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<r1,<r2, r3>> and <<r1,r2>,r3> exist, <r1,<r2 ,r3>> 
= <<r1 ,r2>,r3> 

A basic procedure for generic ER, R-Swoosh [2], is 
illustrated in Figure 2. R-Swoosh uses two record sets R 
and R' which represent the initial record set and the 
non-matching record set, respectively. The basic 
processing flow is as follows: 

(1) Pick one record from R as a target record, and 
remove it from R. 

(2) Compare the target record with every record in 
R'. 

(3) If there are matching records, merge them and 
generate a new record, and put it in R. At the 
same time, discard the two parent records. 

(4) If there are no matching records, add the target 
record to R'.  

(5) Go back to (1) and repeat the above processes 
until R becomes empty. 

(6) Return R' as a result of ER(R). 

In Figure 2(a), in the initial state, there are four records in 
R and no records in R'. We now walk through the 
execution of R-Swoosh. First, we pick up r1 as a target 
record, and move it to R' because there are no matching 
records in R'. Second, we pick up r2 as a target record, and 
say, r1 in R' does not match with r2; then r2 can move to R'. 
Next, r3 becomes a target record, and say, it does not 
match with r1 but does match with r2 (Figure 2 (b)). Then 
r2 and r3 are merged into new record r23; the resulting r23 
is put in R. Immediately, we can eliminate r2 and r3 as 
redundant information. Next, we pick up r23 as a target 
record and compare it with r1 in R'. If the match function 
returns true (Figure 2 (c)), we merge them into r123 and 
put the new record in R, and eliminate r23 and r1. If r123 
and r4 do not match, these records go to R' and R becomes 
empty (Figure 2 (d)). The algorithm returns the 
non-matching record set R' as the result of the ER process.  

A benefit of our generic approach is that we can 

discuss accuracy and performance issues separately. In 
our framework, users can choose match and merge 
functions based on their desired accuracy, because our 
system provides an optimized execution method which 
does not violate user-given accuracy. Thus our research 
goal is developing an optimization method which can 
provide complete results for given black-box match and 
merge functions.  

3. Parallel Algorithm 

In this section, first, we introduce our previous work 
briefly and illustrate the challenge of splitting the ER 
process into small pieces and handling them in parallel 
environment. Next, we present the new parallel algorithm 
for generic ER, P-Swoosh dividing the non-matching 
result record set. We also discuss load balancing method 
across multiple processors, and tuning method using a 
semantic knowledge for the initial record set. 

We make the standard assumptions about our 
distributed computing model: First, we assume that no 
messages exchanged between processors are lost. Second, 
that messages sent from a processor to another are 
received in the same order as they are sent, and processed 
in that same order (this can be achieved by numbering the 
messages). Finally, those processors are able to use some 
existing distributed termination detection technique to 
detect that they are all in an idle state (see, e.g., [6]) 

3.1 Match-based approach 

In match-based parallelism, we need to decide which 
record pair should be compared in which processor, and to 
allocate records to each processor. So in [3], we defined 
two functions; a “responsible” function and a “scope” 
function. The responsible function is defined as 
following: The processor Pi should compare ri with rj if 
responsible function resp(Pi, ri, rj) returns true. And 
scope function scope(r) returns processors that possess 
the record r. By choosing the responsible and scope 
functions carefully, we can implement different parallel 
schemes. Here, we introduce a full replication scheme and 
a grid scheme discussed in [3].  

(A) Full Replication Scheme 
In the full replication scheme, every processor shares 

the copy of all records. The scheme is defined as Table 1. 
In this scheme, to select the processor that is responsible 
for comparing record ri and rj, we select the smallest of 
the two indexes, i or j, and use it to identify the processor. 
For example, if three processors P0, P1 and P2 treat with n 
records, the matching function M(r1, r2), M(r1, r3), ..., 
M(r1, rn) will be evaluated in P1 because min(1, j) pod 3 = 
1 (j > 1). In the similar fashion, M(r2, r3), M(r2, r4), ..., 
M(r2, rn) go to P2 and M(r3, r4) , M(r3, r5), ..., M(r3, rn) go 
to P0. And again, M(r4, r5) , M(r4, r6), ..., M(r4, rn) go to 
P1 and so on. If two records in a processor match, the 

R 
r1 
r2 
r3 
r4 

R' 
φ 

(a) 

R 
r1 
r2 

r3 
r4 

R' 

(b) 

False
True

R 
r1 r23 

r4 

R' 

(c) 

True 
R 

r123 
r4 

R' 

(d) 

φ 

Figure 2: Generic ER process 
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processor merges them and sends delete messages and the 
merged record to rest of other processors. The processors 
receiving the delete message and new merged record 
delete the matching source records and add the merged 
record to R.  

The full replication scheme clearly has a high storage 
overhead. For n records and p processors, the total initial 
storage cost is np. Redundant work among processors is 
also a price to pay for parallel algorithm. For example, in 
the sequential algorithm R-Swoosh, when M(r1, r2) is true, 
r1 and r2 are removed and the merged record <r1, r2> is 
added immediately. However, in full replication scheme, 
even the processor P1 finds that M(r1, r2) is true, the 
processor P2 evaluates unnecessary comparisons such as 
M(r2, r3), M(r2, r4), ..., M(r2, rn) until P1 sends a message 
to P2. Generally, with a parallel algorithm, the overall 
number of comparisons performed by all processors will 
be higher than that performed by a sequential algorithm. 

Table 1: Full Replication Scheme 
Scope Number of processors: p 

For ∀i, scope(ri) = {P0, ..., Pp-1} 
Responsibility resp(Pk, ri, rj) = true  

if k = min(i, j) mod p 
 

(B) Grid Scheme 
With the grid scheme, we divide records into b disjoint 

buckets B = {B0, ..., Bb-1}. For this scheme, we require 
that the number of processors be b(b+1)/2, which 
corresponds to the number of elements in half a matrix of 
size b. For example, if we divide the initial records into 4 
buckets, we need 10 processors which are arranged as 
illustrated in Table 2.  

For the scope, every record in the bucket j is sent to 
the processors that appear on the j-th line and column of 
the (half) matrix. For instance, in our example, records in 
bucket B2 are shared by processors {P2, P5, P7, P8}. For 
the resp function, the processor at the intersection of the 
i-th and j-th column is responsible for the pairs of records 
r, r' such that one of them is in the bucket Bi and the other 
in the bucket Bj. In Table 2, processor P4 has all the 
records of bucket B1, and is responsible for comparing all 
of them pairwise. Processor P5 has all records of both 
buckets B1 and B2, but is only responsible for comparing 
the pairs belonging to different buckets. 

The grid scheme can reduce the storage cost and 
communication cost. For large b, the number of 
processors p = b(b+2)/2 approaches b2/2, so pb 2= . 
With the grid, each of n input records is copied to b 
processors, so the total initial storage cost is pn 2 . For 
the communication cost, the grid does not need to send a 
merged record to all processors. For example, if the 
merged record belongs to the bucket B2, it is enough to 
send it to only {P2, P5, P7, P8}. 

Table 2: An example of processor arrangement in 
the grid scheme (b = 4) 

 B0 B1 B2 B3 
B0 P0    
B1 P1 P4   
B2 P2 P5 P7  
B3 P3 P6 P8 P9 
 

3.2 P-Swoosh 

Instead of splitting the initial record set R, our new 
parallelism approach divides the non-matching record set 
R'. An overview of the parallel system using P-Swoosh is 
given Figure 3. In this system, n records in R = {r1, r2,..., 
rn}are coming to a master node P0 and m non-matching 
records R' = {R1', R2', ..., Rp'} = {s1, s2, ..., sm} are divided 
and distributed in p slave nodes exclusively. Note that the 
union of {R1', R2', ..., Rp'} in P-Swoosh corresponds to R' 
in R-Swoosh. 

First, the master node P0 executes R-Swoosh for w 
records in a batch window W and generate preprocessed 
non-matching record set preR'. In Figure 3, the master 
node picks up five records {r1, r2, r3, r4, r5} and generates 
three non-matching record set preR'. = {r1', r2', r3'} as the 
result of R-Swoosh. Second, the master node sends preR' 
to all slave nodes.  

When a slave node Pi receives preR', it evaluates all 
possible record pairs such that one of them is in preR' and 
the other in Ri'. As a result of comparisons, the slave node 
Pi makes a matching table Ti, which holds a matching 
pairs records in preR' and Ri'. In Ti, the record whose pair 
is “-” indicates that it does not match with any records in 
Ri'. Then, the matching table Ti is sent back to the master 
node P0. Note that during slave nodes are working, the 
master node can pick up next subset of records from R, 
and execute R-Swoosh on it.  

After the master node P0 receives all matching tables 

P0

r1
r2
r3
r4
r5
...

 

Master

P1

s4 
s5 
s6 

P2

Slave r1' -
r2' s3
r3' -

R1' 

R

Batch 
Window

r1'
r2'
r3'

preR' T1

r1' -
r2' s5
r3' -

T2

r1' - 
r2' s3, s5
r3' - 

 
Figure 3: An overview of the parallel system

s1 
s2 
s3 

R2' 

matchT
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from slave nodes, it integrates the result as a matchT table 
and distributes records based on matchT. In Figure 3, r1' 
and r3' has no matching records in matchT, so they can 
become new non-matching records and be added to R1' 
and R2' respectively. (The details to distribute the new 
non-matching record to slave nodes will be discussed in 
the next section.) While r2' finds two matching records s3 
and s5, so these three records can be merged into one 
record <r2', s3, s5>. In this case, the merged record needs 
to be compared recursively, it is added to R. Note that the 
master node have to wait to send the next preR' records to 
slave nodes until new R' records are added to R' records in 
the slave nodes. Otherwise, we can overlook some record 
comparisons and derive wrong result. For example, 
suppose that the next preR' , say r4', is sent to slave nodes  
before r1' and r3' are added to R1' and R2'. In this case, 
even if any of records {s1, s2, ..., s6} in slave nodes do not 
match r4', it still needs to be compared with r1' and r3' to 
become a new R' record. Thus, we assumed that the k-th 
round of R-Swoosh process in the master node and the 
(k-1)-th round of comparison process in the slave nodes 
can be done at the same time, but they need 
synchronization to begin the next round. 

The pseudo code for the master node in P-Swoosh is 
given in Figure 4. As mentioned above, the master node 
does two different works, one is executing R-Swoosh for 
a subset of R and the other is gathering and synchronizing 
matching tables from slave nodes. The master node 
iterates these two processes until the initial record set R 
becomes empty. The round number of R-Swoosh process 
is managed by swooshID and that of synchronization 
process is managed by syncID. 

In the R-Swoosh loop, with the procedure 
RSwoosh(subR), the master node executes the ER process 
for subR which consists of w records removed from the 
initial record set R. The details of this process are 
described in Section 2. The result of RSwoosh(subR) 
becomes the preprocessed non-matching record set preR'. 
Next, if the synchronization process for the previous, 
(swooshID - 1)-th, preR' record set is already done, the 
master node sends new preR' to all slave nodes, then the 
master node increment swooshID and enters next 
R-Swoosh round. If not, the master node waits until all 
matching tables for the previous preR' arrives from all 
slave nodes. 

In the synchronization process, the master node 
receives a matching table Ti from a slave node Pi. The 
number of processors which returned the matching table 
is counted by tableCnt. And matchT holds the integrated 
result of matching tables as shown in Figure 3. The 
integrated matching table matchT is a kind of hash table 
whose key is records in preR' and the value is a list of 
matching records for each key. If tableCnt equals to the 
number of processors p, it means all matching tables has 
been returned from all slave nodes. Then the master node 
checks the matching records of key record r' in matchT 
with the procedure matchT.getBuddy(r'). If the key record 

r' has no matching pairs, it can become a new R' record, 
newR'. In this case, the procedure nextNode() decides 
which processor gets the newR' record. The details and 
variations of nextNode() will be provided in the next 
section. If the key record r' in matchT has one or more 
matching pairs, the master node merges all of them into a 
new record mr and add it to the record set R. Then, 

input: Initial record set R 
output: Non-matching record set R' 
 
Initialization: 
p ← number of slave nodes; 
w ← window size; 
swooshID ← 0; 
syncID ← -1; 
tableCnt ← 0; 
matchT ← φ; 
 
// R-Swoosh loop 
while(R != φ){ 
   subR ← remove w records from R; 
   preR' ← RSwoosh(subR); 
 
   if(swooshID - 1 != syncID){ 
      wait until(swooshID - 1 = syncID) 
   } 
   ∀Pi, send(preR', Pi); 
   swooshID++; 
} 
 
// Synchronization 
on receive(Ti): 
   tableCnt++; 
   matchT.add(Ti); 
   if(tableCnt = p){ 
      for(r' in matchT.keys()){ 
         if(matchT.getBuddy(r') = null){ 
            newR' = r'; 
            i ← nextNode(); 
            send(newR', Pi); 
         }else{ 
            mr ← r'; 
            for(s in matchT.getBuddy(r')){
               mr ← <mr, s>; 
            } 
            add mr to R; 
         } 
         matchT ← φ; 
         tableCnt ← 0; 
         syncID++; 
      } 
   } 
 
Termination: 
Detect that all processors are idle 
return ∪PiRi'; 

Figure 4: The process of the master node in 
P-Swoosh algorithm 
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matchT and tableCnt are reset and syncID is incremented. 
After the iterations of above processes, if the initial 

record set R becomes empty, and all slave nodes become 
idle, the final answer can be derived by the union of the 
Ri' set at the slave nodes.  

The pseudo code for the slave nodes is given in Figure 
5. The slave nodes will receive two kinds of messages 
from the master node, one is the preprocessed 
non-matching record set preR', the other is newR' which 
has no matching pair in all slave nodes. When a slave 
node Pi receives the preprocessed non-matching record set 
preR', it picks up a record r' from preR' and compares 
with every record in Ri', and put the result in the matching 
table Ti. If Pi does not find matching record for r', it picks 
another record from preR' and repeats the same process 
until all records in preR' are chosen. If Pi finds a matching 
record s for r', it removes s from Ri', and goes to next 
record in preR'. Note that Pi skips comparisons for r' and 
rest of Ri' when it finds a matching record for r'. For 
example, in Figure 3, when P2 finds that M(r2', s5) is true, 
it does not try M(r2', s6) but tries M(r3', s4) immediately. 
While, when Pi receives a new non-matching record 
newR', it adds newR' to the non-matching record set Ri'. 

 

 

3.3 Load Balancing 

In the parallel algorithm, load balancing is important 
for effective utilization of processors. Our P-Swoosh 
algorithm can exploit two load balancing mechanisms to 
distribute the comparison processes evenly to the multiple 
nodes. One is “horizontal load balancing”, which balances 
the workload among slave nodes; the other is “vertical 
load balancing”, which balances the workload between 

master and slave nodes. 
For the horizontal load balancing, it is necessary to 

choose a distribute policy for the procedure nextNode() in 
Figure 4. The simplest way is to just select the next slave 
node in round robin fashion. However if there are a big 
gap between the performance of slave nodes, it is better to 
choose the slave node whose workload is minimum. In 
this case, the workload can be estimated based on the 
number of comparisons or wall-clock time for the 
comparison processes.  

In Figure 4, we introduced an algorithm which the 
window size is fixed, but we can also balance the 
workload between master and slave nodes by adapting the 
window size w in the master node. For the vertical load 
balancing, we have to predict the workload of slave nodes 
and decide the next window size based on the predictive 
value. As mentioned in the previous section, t-th round 
process of master node and (t - 1)-th round process of 
slave nodes can be overlap and done in parallel. So the 
goal is to decide the window size w such that the 
computation cost of t-th round's R-Swoosh for w records 
in master node equals to the computation cost of 
comparison between (t - 1)-th round's preR' and Ri' in the 
slave node Pi.  

Here, we provide two different strategies to decide the 
window size, (A) absolute adaptation and (B) asymptotic 
adaptation.  

(A) Record-base adaptation 
Record-base adaptation tries to predict the 

computation cost of master and slave nodes based on only 
the number of records. If no records match in the master 
node, the number of comparison in the master node can 
be written as below. 

)1(
2
11

1
−== ∑

−

=

wwiNCM
w

i
       ... (1) 

Likewise, if no records match in the slave node Pi, the 
number of comparison can be written as below. 

'' mnNCS ×=              ... (2) 
Where n' is the number of records in preR', and m' is the 
number of records in Ri'.  

Actually there can be some matching records, but we 
assumed that the difference from the no matching records 
case is relatively small and we can ignore them. To 
balance the number of comparisons between the master 
and slave node, NCM should be equal to NCS.  

0''2

'')1(
2
1
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×=−

=

mnww

mnww

NCSNCM

          ... (3) 

By solving this second-order equation for w, we can 
compute the window size based on the number of records 
in preR' and Ri' in the slave node Pi. 

Initialization: 
∀Pi, Ri'←φ; 
 
on receive(preR', Pi): 
   for(r' in preR'){ 
      buddy = null; 
      for(s in Ri'){ 
         if(M(r', s) = true){ 
            buddy = s; 
            Ri'.remove(s); 
            break; 
         } 
      } 
      Ti.add(r', buddy); 
   } 
   send(Ti, master); 
 
 
on receive(newR', Pi): 
   add newR' to Ri'; 

Figure 5: The process of slave nodes in the 
P-Swoosh algorithm 
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If there are more than two slave nodes, we can choose 
the maximum number of records in Ri' as m' in the above 
equation.  

(B) Asymptotic adaptation 
Asymptotic adaptation estimates the number of 

comparisons in the master and slave nodes based on the 
most recent result of comparison processes. For the 
master node, we assume that the number of comparison is 
proportional to the window size w to the power two, even 
if some records match. So we can estimate the t-th round 
of the number of comparisons NCMt based on the (t - 
1)-th round of the window size wt-1 and the number of 
comparisons NCMt-1. 
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For the slave node, we assume that the number of 
comparison is proportional to the number of records in Ri'. 
This is the same concept of absolute adaptation, but for 
treating with matching records, we introduce a correction 
factor α. 

111 '' −−− ⋅⋅= ttt mnNCS α        ... (6) 
We can estimate the actual value of α by the result of 

the (t-2)-th round. 
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To balance between the t-th round process of master 
node and (t-1)-th round process of slave nodes, NCMt 
should be equal to NCSt-1. 
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Finally, we can decide the t-th round window size wt 
as following: 
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        ... (9) 

3.4 Strategies with Domain Knowledge 

Our generic ER aims to compute a complete result 
which does not violate the match conditions given by 
users. Therefore the generic algorithm should be designed 
as application independent. However there are many 
common situations such that domain knowledge is 
available for ER. Essentially, domain knowledge provides 
necessary conditions for pairs of records to match. For 
example, in our comparison shopping application, if the 
price range condition is included in the match function, 
we can make and use the index of price attribute to reduce 
the number of R' candidates for a target record in R. We 

can also sort the initial records by the values of price 
attribute to localize potentially matching records in the 
neighborhood. The sorting can help to find the matching 
record pairs in the early stage and to reduce the number of 
comparisons. In general, if the match function includes at 
least one numerical range condition, we can use the index 
for the attribute and the initial record sorting for the 
attribute. This technique is widely used in a sequential 
setting, and commonly referred to as sorted neighborhood 
method in the ER literature [15]. 

With multiple processors, domain knowledge can be 
even more beneficial because groups of records that are 
known in advance not to match can be processed 
independently (and in parallel) by different processors. 
For instance, one processor can match the DVD records, 
another the cameras, and so on, assuming that merged 
records remain in their same category. 

However, we have to be careful to exploit domain 
knowledge to derive the maximum benefit from the 
parallel environment, because domain knowledge can 
cause the unbalanced workloads across the multiple 
processors. For example, in [3], we observed that 
partitioning records by the same range of price attribute 
caused high concentration of records in some small price 
ranges and the performance improvements became much 
smaller than expected. In this paper, we studied whether 
our load balancing technique can work even with domain 
knowledge. 

4. Experiments 

We implemented the P-Swoosh algorithm, and various 
load balancing methods discussed in the previous sections, 
and conducted extensive experiments on subsets of a 
comparison shopping dataset from Yahoo!. In describe 
our implementation and experimental setting, and report 
the main findings of our experiments. 

4.1 Experimental Setting 

We ran our experiments on subsets of a comparison 
shopping dataset provided by Yahoo!. The dataset consists 
of product records sent by merchants to appear on the 
Yahoo! shopping site. It is about 6GB in size, and 
contains a very large array of products from many 
different vendors. Such a large dataset must be (and is in 
practice) divided into groups for processing. For our 
experiments we extracted subsets of records of varying 
size (from 5,000 to 20,000), representing records with 
related keywords in their titles (e.g., iPod, mp3, book, 
DVD). Each of these smaller datasets represents a 
possible set of records that must be resolved by one or 
more processors. If we are considering a scenario with no 
domain knowledge, then all records in the dataset must be 
compared. If we are considering a scenario where domain 
knowledge is available, the database can be further 
divided or the R' candidates for a target record R can be 
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reduced by an index of a certain attribute.  
Our base case scenario is summarized in Table 3. In 

each experiment, some of these conditions are modified to 
study the impact of these conditions. We will notice 
modified conditions in following sections, but do not 
notice explicitly the same condition as this base case. 

Table 3: Base case scenario for experiment 

Match function 

EditDist(ri.title, rj.title) > 0.95 
AND 

FracDist(ri.price, rj.price) < 0.5
AND 

ri.category = rj.category 
Merge function Union 
Window size FIX 100 

Distribution policy ROUND 
 
Our match function considers three attributes of 

product records, the title, the price and the category. We 
used the Jaro-Winkler similarity measure [31] to compute 
the edit distance EditDist(ri.title, rj.title). The function 
returns a higher score if two strings are closer to each 
other. FracDist(ri.price. rj.price) returns a numeric 
fraction between two prices which is computed as |ri.price 
- rj.price| / max(ri.price, rj.price). Note that if ri is a target 
record and threshold for FracDist is τf (0<τf <1), rj such 
that ri.price × τf < rj.price < ri.price / τf would match in the 
latter sub match function. For the category attribute, we 
used just a simple exact matching. As shown in Table 3, 
our match function is expressed as a conjunction of 
distance functions for titles and prices with thresholds. To 
merge pairs of records, we simply took the union of 
distinct values for each attribute. And if a merged record 
has multiple values for titles and prices, we used all 
values in the record for match function. 

We implemented a variant of P-Swoosh algorithm 
where processors work in rounds. During a round, the 
master node executes R-Swoosh for all records in the 
window W, and sends out the result of R-Swoosh preR' to 
all slave nodes. While a slave node Pi compares all pairs 
of records in Ri' and preR' received in the previous round, 
and sends out a matching table Ti to the master node. 
Rounds are advantageous because there are fewer context 
switches: a processor can do more work without 
constantly sending and receiving messages. Similarly, 
communication overhead is lower because messages are 
batched. The round ends when all processors have no 
more records to compare. 

Our code was run in an emulation environment where 
it was easier to instrument. That is, instead of running the 
code on distributed processors, we emulated one master 
node and p slave nodes within a single processor. When 
one emulated processor completed its round, control was 
given to the next processor, and so on. Messages were 
exchanged through shared memory. The emulation 

environment kept track of statistics like the number of 
messages exchanged. The emulation environment and the 
ER code were all implemented in Java, and our 
experiments were run on 2.8GHz Pentium porcessor and 
1GB of RAM.  

To evaluate the performance of P-Swoosh, we use the 
following metrics, which can be precisely evaluated in 
our emulation environment. 

 Aggregated computation: The main cost of ER is 
the pairwise comparisons of records. Hence we 
estimate the total computation cost by counting 
the overall number of comparisons performed by 
all processors across computation rounds. When 
multiple processors are used, this metric captures 
the overhead of parallelism. 

 Maximum Effort: In each round, the master node 
waits for the slave node that performs the largest 
number of comparisons. Or slave nodes wait for 
the master node if the number of comparison in 
the master node is the largest across all 
processors. Thus, the maximum the maximum 
number of comparisons over all processors 
reflects the time a round would take. If we sum 
these numbers over all rounds, we get a value 
that reflects the total running time. We call our 
metric “maximum effort” since its units is 
comparisons and not seconds. 

 Speedup: To evaluate the efficiency of parallel 
algorithm, we calculate speedup as the number of 
comparisons in a serial process (R-Swoosh) 
divided by the maximum effort in a parallel 
process (P-Swoosh).  

 Communication: We count the total number of 
records exchanged by the master and slave nodes 
in each communication round, and sum across all 
communication rounds to get the overall 
communication cost. We count the number of 
records in preR' multiplying the number of slave 
nodes. We also add the number of matching 
records in Ri' because the master node needs to 
generate the merged record. We focus on the 
communication cost generated by the actual ER 
process, so we do not count the gathering of the 
result after termination. 

4.2 No Domain Knowledge 

We start the performance of P-Swoosh under the 
situation which does not assume any form of domain 
knowledge. We ran P-Swoosh on 5,000 records which all 
contain the string “iPod” in their title. In all scenarios, 
P-Swoosh found 3,983 non-matching records as the result 
of ER. In this section, first, we study the impact of the 
batch window size. Second, we discuss the result of 
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several load balancing methods presented in Section 3.3. 
Finally, we compare the performance of P-Swoosh with 
that of previous approaches presented in Section 3.1.  

(A) Impact of the batch window size 
Figure 6 gives the aggregated computational cost as a 

function of the number of slave nodes. For each plot, we 
used fixed size batch window, the number of graph 
legends indicates the size of window. For example, 
FIX-100 indicates that the master node executes ER 
process for 100 records in R at a round. Note that the 12 
million comparisons observed for one processor FIX-1 
corresponds to the number of comparisons performed by 
the sequential R-Swoosh algorithm. By looking at Figure 
6, we can see two tendencies: firstly, for the same window 
size, the aggregated computation increases as the number 
of slave nodes grows, secondly, for the same number of 
slave nodes, the aggregated computation decreases as the 
window size grows.  

The main reason for the first tendency is a redundant 
work done at multiple processors. For example, suppose 
that there are 10 non-matching records in R' = {s1, s2, ..., 
s10}, and say a target record r match s4. In the sequential 
R-Swoosh, r and s4 are removed as soon as they are 
merged, so it is unnecessary to try match functions M(r, 
s5), M(r, s6), ..., M(r, s10). However, the parallel algorithm 
try some of those unnecessary match functions because 
the R' records is divided and distributed to multiple slave 
nodes. For example, if there are two slave nodes P1 and P2 
having R1' ={s1, s2, ..., s5} and R2' ={s6, s7, ..., s10} 
respectively, when the target record r match s4, P1 can skip 
M(r, s5) but P2 evaluates the unnecessary match functions 
M(r, s6), M(r, s7), ..., M(r, s10) in the same round. 

By the further study of the second tendency, we 
realized that the aggregated computation increase when 
the window size becomes too large. The relation between 
aggregated computation cost versus window size is shown 
in Figure 7. The downward convex curve in Figure 7 
corresponds to the cross-section for the 10 slave nodes. 
According to the Figure 7, the aggregated computation 
dramatically decrease for the small window size but it 
turns to increase after window size is bigger than 2,000. 
Note that the 12 million comparisons observed for the 
window size of 5,000 corresponds to the number of 
comparisons performed by the sequential R-Swoosh 
algorithm because all 5,000 records are compared only in 
the master node.  The relationship between the number 
of matches found in the master node versus the window 
size is also shown in Figure 7. The number of matches in 
the master node shows almost direct opposite behavior of 
the aggregated computation. This fact can explain the 
behavior of aggregated computation as follows: When the 
window size is small, the master node can find a certain 
amount of matches at very low cost, and reduce the 
number of records sent to the slave nodes. Thus the 
aggregated computation decreases as the window size 
grows. However, for bigger window size, the number of 

comparison of the master node grows but that of each 
slave node does not decrease, because the number of 
matches found in the master node becomes saturated. 
Therefore the aggregated computation increases as the 
window size grows.  
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Figure 6: Aggregated computation cost for fixed 
window; no domain knowledge 
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Figure 7: Aggregated computation and the 
number of matches found in the master node for 
various batch window sizes at 10 slave nodes; no 
domain knowledge 

We now consider the maximum effort and speedup 
metrics that captures the benefit of parallelism obtained 
from parallel ER across multiple processors. As shown by 
Figure 8, every window sizes benefits from having more 
processors by reducing the computational cost for each 
processor, and therefore for the ER computation overall. 
We can see the performance gain more clearly in Figure 9. 
The FIX-100 shows almost linear scalability from 2 to 15 
slave nodes, and achieves the best speedup 15.2 at 15 
slave nodes. 

However, for the window size of over 500, the 
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efficiency of parallelism becomes worse. According to 
Figure 9, the speedup for FIX-500 becomes saturate from 
6 slave nodes and for FIX-1000 from 3 slave nodes. This 
fact indicates that when the window size is too big, the 
workload in the master node becomes dominant. For 
example, for large number of slave nodes, the maximum 
effort for FIX-1000 becomes closer to the number of 
comparisons done by dividing the initial records into 5. 
Because the number of records in each slave node is so 
small that the number of comparisons in the master node 
is always bigger than that in the slave nodes. 
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Figure 8: Maximum effort cost for fixed window; 
no domain knowledge 
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Figure 9: Speedup for fixed window; no domain 
knowledge 

Figure 10 gives the total number of records exchanged 
during ER, as a function of the number of processors. As 
the window size grows the communication cost decreases. 
This is because the master node finds more matches and 
sends smaller record set when the window size is bigger. 

And if the master node finds more matches, the chances 
that the slave nodes find matches become small. Thus the 
number of records sent from slave to master also becomes 
smaller for bigger window size. 

The above results can be summarized as follows: By 
using batch window, we can reduce the aggregation 
computation cost and communication cost. But too big 
window size can destroy the benefit of the parallel 
algorithm. Due to this trade-off, FIX-100 is the best 
window size for the 5,000 records of Yahoo! data. 
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Figure 10: Communication cost for fixed window; 
no domain knowledge 

(B) Load balancing 
First, we compare two distribution policies for the 

horizontal load balancing. Table 4 gives the speedup for 
the fixed window size of 100 as the function of the 
number of slave nodes. In Table 4, ROUND and MIM 
indicates how the procedure nextNode() in Figure 4 
decides a slave node which receives a new non-matching 
record. ROUND means the round robin fashion, and MIN 
means that the procedure chooses a slave node Pi which 
has the minimum number of records in Ri'. Note that the 
result of ROUND is the same as FIX-100 in Figure 9. As 
shown in Table 4, MIN is always slightly faster than 
ROUND. The speedup gain from ROUND to MIN is 0% 
for 3 slave nodes but the gap grows to 3.14% for 15 slave 
nodes. This small gap between ROUND and MIN 
indicates that the matching records are so evenly 
distributed in the initial record set R that we do not need 
to care the difference between ROUND and MIN. Of 
cause, if the slave nodes consist of processors which have 
different performance, we can use the wall-clock time of 
each slave node instead of the number of records, and the 
gain from ROUND to MIN would be more remarkable.  

We also studied the difference between ROUND and 
WIN for other metrics. The maximum effort metric 
showed the same tendency as the speedup metric, i.e. the 
reduction from ROUND to MIN was 0.25% for 3 slave 
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nodes and 3.05% for 15 slave nodes. However, the 
difference was quite small for the aggregated computation 
and communication metrics. 

Table 4: Comparative evaluation of distribution 
policies based on the speedup metric 
# of slave 

nodes ROUND MIN gain 

3 3.30 3.30 0 %
6 6.44 6.51 1.07%
9 9.51 9.65 1.51%

12 12.56 12.71 1.26%
15 15.17 15.65 3.14%

 
Second, for the vertical load balancing, we compare 

record-based and asymptotic adaptations. Figure 11 gives 
the speedup as a function of the number of processors, for 
each adaptive method. In Figure 11, RBA and AA indicate 
record-based and asymptotic adaptations respectively, and 
the number next to the legend of graph means the initial 
window size for each adaptation scheme. We also put a 
result of fixed window FIX-100 which is the same as in 
Figure 9 for reference. As shown in Figure 11, both RBA 
and AA always perform better than FIX-100. RBA-10 
achieved the best speedup 17.5 at 15 slave nodes. This 
speedup exceeds the total number of processors, 16 
including the master node. This is because the same 
phenomena shown in Figure 6. When the window size 
grows by adaptation, the aggregation computation cost 
would be reduced from that of sequential process, and the 
cost is divided by all processors. Thus the speedup can 
exceed the total number of processors. 

Comparing RBA and AA, the difference is quite small, 
and the difference among the initial window size is also 
slight. For other metrics, aggregated computation cost, 
maximum effort and communication cost, we can not 
observe any big difference among different adaptive 
window schemes. But Figure 12 shows that the initial 
window size can affect the number of rounds required to 
finish the whole ER process. As shown in Figure 12, the 
number of rounds decreases as the initial window size 
increases. For 15 slave nodes, the number of round 
decreases from 73 (by RBA-1) to 33 (by RBA-100). 
Considering the communication overhead, smaller rounds 
is better. Thus it is better to use bigger initial window size 
because its effect for other metrics is quite small. We also 
observed the same behavior as Figure 12 in the 
asymptotic adaptation. In Figure 12, we can also observe 
a tendency that the number of rounds increases as the 
number of processor grows. This can be explained as 
follows: When the number of slave nodes becomes larger, 
the number of non-matching records in Ri' becomes 
smaller, then the window size grows more slowly. Thus it 
takes more rounds for large number of slave nodes. 

The above results can be summarized as follows: For 
the horizontal load balancing, choosing a slave node 
which has the minimum number of records is slightly 

better strategy than round robin. For the vertical load 
balancing, adaptive window performs better than fixed 
window. But the difference between RBA and AA is not 
clear in this experimental setting. But it is better to use 
larger initial window size because it can reduce the 
communication overhead in the parallel ER process and 
its impact for the speedup is relatively small. 
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Figure 11: Speedup for adaptive window; no 
domain knowledge 
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Figure 12: Number of rounds for adaptive 
window; no domain knowledge 

 
 (C) Comparative evaluation with previous work 

Now we compare P-Swoosh with previous 
match-based approaches presented in Section 3.1. Figure 
13 gives the aggregated computational cost as a function 
of the number of processors, for each of the schemes. 
Note that FIX-100 is the same result shown in Figure 6 
but shifted to the right because the x-axis in Figure 13 
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indicates the total number of processors instead of the 
number of slave nodes. In figure 13, we can see two 
advantages of P-Swoosh (FIX-100 and AA-100). The first 
advantage is that P-Swoosh can avoid many redundant 
comparisons even in the parallel environment. In Figure 
13, the aggregated computation cost increases as the 
number of processors grows as well as shown in Figure 6. 
But the growth speed of P-Swoosh is much slower and 
almost stable as compared to the previous match-based 
approaches.  

The second advantage is that only P-Swoosh can 
reduce the aggregation computation cost from the 
sequential R-Swoosh algorithm. Again, note that the 12 
million comparisons observed for one processor full 
replication and grid schemes corresponds to the number 
of comparisons performed by R-Swoosh. For the previous 
approaches, the aggregated computation increases 
monotonically from the 12 million comparisons. However, 
P-Swoosh can start from 10 million comparisons thanks 
to the batch window effect shown in Figure 7.  
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Figure 13: Aggregated Computation for 
comparative evaluation; no domain knowledge 

For the maximum effort and speedup metrics, 
P-Swoosh can perform better than the previous 
approaches. For the maximum effort shown in Figure 14, 
full replication is faster than P-Swoosh at 2 processors. 
This corresponds to the scheme which consists of the 
master node and one slave node in P-Swoosh. In this 
scheme, the workload can be seriously unbalanced 
especially for the fixed window size, because the master 
node executes ER for just 100 records in each round, 
while the number of comparisons done by the slave node 
goes up rapidly as the size of R1' grows. However, for 
more than 4 processors, P-Swoosh becomes faster than 
the previous approaches.  

The maximum effort of P-Swoosh and the previous 
approaches seems to become closer at the large number of 
processors in Figure 14, but actually, the gap between 
P-Swoosh and the previous approaches becomes large. In 

Figure 15, the speedup of P-Swoosh goes up more sharply 
than the previous approaches for larger number of 
processors. 
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no domain knowledge 

Figure 16 gives the communication cost as a function 
of the number of processors. The grid scheme is the best 
under the communication metric since the bucket of the 
grid scheme limits the processors which the merged 
records are sent to. While the communication cost of 
P-Swoosh is almost the same as full replication scheme, 
which was the best speedup in the previous approaches. 
Thus the actual extra communication cost which 
P-Swoosh has to pay for is really small. 

The previous match-based approaches need to share 
the copy of records redundantly across multiple 
processors. So the storage cost is also the important 
metric. We measured the maximum number of records in 
the Ri' set of each processor during the emulation, and 
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summed across all processors to get the overall storage 
cost. Figure 17 shows the storage cost as a function of the 
number of processors. For P-Swoosh (both FIX-100 and 
AA-100), the storage cost is constant regardless the 
number of processors because P-Swoosh divides and 
distributes the R' records across multiple processors 
exclusively. The advantage of P-Swoosh in the storage 
cost is tremendous. At 15 processors, full replication 
require the storage size of 73,972 records, however 
P-Swoosh needs that of only 3,983 records, which is 
about 1/19 of the storage cost of full replication. The grid 
scheme performs much better than full replication, since 
the storage cost grows only proportionally to p  as 
mentioned in Section 3.1. But even so, the storage size for 
the grid scheme grows with the increasing the number of 
processors, and it need the storage size of 22,739 records. 
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evaluation; no domain knowledge 
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The above results can be summarized as follows: 
P-Swoosh can improve the many performances and costs 
in the parallel environment, and the additional cost for the 

improvement is very small. 

4.3 With Domain Knowledge 

We now focus on scenarios with domain knowledge. 
In this experiment we used the same 5,000 iPod records 
provided by Yahoo! shopping as in the previous section. 
The difference from the previous experiment is that the 
initial records are sorted by the price attribute and every 
node (both master and slave) uses the price index to get R' 
candidates for a target record. For instance, if the price of 
the target record is 100 dollars, records in R' whose price 
is between 50 to 200 dollars can match, because the 
match function in Table 3 contains the price range 
condition FracDist(ri.price, rj.price) < 0.5. In all 
scenarios in this experiment, P-Swoosh also found 3,983 
non-matching records as well as the previous section. 

Again, we start from the aggregated computation 
shown in Figure 18. The suffix DK in the legend of graph 
indicates that the scheme exploits the domain knowledge. 
Comparing Figure 18 and 6, the aggregated computation 
is reduced dramatically from 11 million in Figure 6 
(FIX-100) to 4.5 million in Figure 18 (FIX-100DK). This 
fact indicates that domain knowledge makes ER process 
very effective. Domain knowledge can eliminate the 
redundant work in slave nodes observed in Figure 6. The 
aggregated computation cost is almost constant regardless 
of the number of slave nodes in Figure 18. This fact 
indicates that the master node can find most of the 
matches because the potential matching records are 
localized in the neighborhood by sorting.  
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Figure 18: Aggregated computation; with domain 
knowledge 

For the maximum effort and speedup metrics, adaptive 
window methods are affected by domain knowledge. 
Figure 19 and 20 gives the maximum effort and speedup 
as a function of the number of slave nodes respectively. 
Even with domain knowledge, FIX-100 and AA-100 
performs well and as shown in Figure 20, the speedup at 
the 15 slave nodes becomes more than 30 comparing to 
the sequential R-Swoosh without domain knowledge.  
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However, RBA-100DK becomes inefficient at the 
large number of processors. This tendency appears more 
remarkably in Figure 20. As mentioned in Section 3.3, we 
derived the equation of RBA by assuming that the number 
of comparisons in the master and slave nodes is 
independent from the number of matches found in the 
master or slave nodes. This assumption was not matter in 
the case without domain knowledge as shown in Figure 
11. But with domain knowledge, the assumption is no 
longer correct, because the master node finds most of 
matches while the slave nodes find few matches.  

The advantage of asymptotic adaptation also seems 
vanished comparing to the result shown in Figure 11. As 
shown Figure 20, AA-100DK performs almost the same 
as FIX-100DK. As presented in Section 3.1, the 
asymptotic adaptation can change the window size 
considering the number of matches found in the master 
and slave nodes. However, with semantic knowledge, the 
distribution of price also affects the number of 
comparisons in the master and slave nodes. There are a lot 
of products in the middle price, but fewer products in the 
very cheap or expensive price. So it is possible that the 
asymptotic adaptation does not adapt enough well when 
the number of products in the same price ranges change 
dramatically. To solve this problem, we can exploit not 
only the latest number of comparisons done in the master 
and slave nodes but also history of statistics. We can also 
use the actual distribution of key attribute to predict 
workloads more precisely. 

Figure 21 gives the communication cost as a function 
of the number of slave nodes. Se can not see any big 
difference among FIX-100DK, RBA-100DK, and 
AA-100DK. Compared with the result shown in Figure 10, 
the communication cost is slightly reduced by domain 
knowledge. Again, this is because the master node can 
find more matches with domain knowledge than without 
domain knowledge. But about 80% (3,983/5,000) of the 
initial records are non-matching, so the master node has to 
send them to slave nodes even with domain knowledge. 
Thus the difference between with and without domain 
knowledge is small. 
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Figure 19: Maximum Effort; with domain 
knowledge 
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Figure 21: Communication cost; with domain 
knowledge 

The above results can be summarized as follows: 
P-Swoosh can get the benefit of parallelism even with 
domain knowledge. But the advantage of adaptive 
window becomes small because most of matches found in 
the master node. Thus fixed window can be the simple 
and effective strategy in the case with domain knowledge. 

4.4 Scalability with the Record Set Size 

To asses the scalability of our algorithms, we 
compared performance on input datasets of different sizes. 
In this experiment, we extracted 20,000 records which 
contain either “iPod”, “mp3”, “dvd”, or “book”. We then 
generated 15,000, 10,000 and 5,000-record sets by 
randomly removing records from the first set. The main 
reason why we used not only the word “iPod” but also 
other words is that there are not enough records whose 
title contains “iPod”. Since the record set used in this 
experiment consists of products belonging to different 
categories, the number of matches for 5,000 records is 
fewer than that for 5,000 “iPod” records, which are used 
in the previous experiments. But we believe that the basic 
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tendency for scalability with record set size is not 
changed, even in the different record sets. 

In Figure 22, we show the maximum effort as a 
function of the size of the initial record set. The curve 
labeled “sequential” is for one processor without domain 
knowledge; the other curves are for a 10-processor system 
using different batch window, FIX, RBA and AA. 

For all algorithms, the cost evolves quadratically with 
the number of records, and this is an inherent 
characteristic of ER. However, this evolution is much 
slower for parallel strategies than for the sequential one, 
and the gap between sequential process and parallel 
process increases with the size of the dataset. Here, for 
20,000 records, the maximal effort for RBA-100DK is 
less than 6% of that for by the sequential scheme. 
FIX-100DK and AA-100DK perform better than the 
RBA-100DK, the maximal effort for FIX-100DK and 
AA-100DK is less than 3% of that for by the sequential 
scheme. This means that speedup of FIX-100DK and 
AA-100DK is more than 30 times than that of sequential 
scheme. 
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Figure 22: Maximum effort cost evolution with 
dataset size (10 processors) 

5. Related Work 

Originally introduced by Newcombe et al. [23] as 
“record linkage” and formalized by Fellegi and Sunter 
[13], the ER problem was then studied under various 
names, such as Merge/Purge [15], deduplication [25], 
reference reconciliation [11], object identification [28], 
and others. Most traditional works focused on only 
“matching” problems, i.e. accurately finding the records 
that represent the same entities [12, 14, 32]. There are 
mainly two approaches, accuracy oriented and 
performance oriented. 

For an accuracy oriented approach, the matching 
function can be split into two phases: distance 
measurement and classification model. Distance 

measurement calculates the similarity between the atomic 
values of two records. Examples of distance measurement 
algorithms include edit distances [27], Jaccard similarity 
[20], soundex code [23], TF-IDF [10], q-grams [7], and so 
on. The classification model receives results from 
distance measurement functions and makes decisions for 
records.  A simple example of a classification model is 
just to use a threshold for a certain distance value. For 
more sophisticated techniques, machine learning 
approaches are often exploited such as Bayesian networks 
[29], decision trees [18], SVMs [4], conditional random 
fields [26], and active learning [21]. These models would 
need a training set labeled by the user. However, 
unsupervised models are also available such as the EM 
algorithm [30] and clustering [22, 8]. 

Performance oriented approaches have been focused 
on how to effectively eliminate record comparisons using 
blocking techniques by sorting or indexing. Blocking 
methods efficiently select a subset of record pairs for 
subsequent similarity comparison, ignoring the remaining 
pairs as highly dissimilar. A number of blocking 
algorithms have been proposed [1, 20, 15]. However, in 
most cases, these methods are based on strong 
assumptions for a specific application and provide only an 
approximate result. So even for a performance oriented 
approach, one must treat accuracy as an inseparable 
problem.  

In contrast, our generic approach focuses on 
optimizing match and merges which can provide complete 
results for arbitrary conditions designated by users. A 
benefit of our approach is that we can treat accuracy and 
performance issues separately, i.e., users can choose any 
match and merge functions (and blocking functions if 
needed) based on their purpose and desired accuracy, 
while the system can provide the common optimization 
method which doesn't violate the user's conditions. 

In the distributed record linkage, there are two kinds 
of parallelism approaches; blocking-based [9] and 
match-based parallelisms [3, 19]. The blocking-based 
approach exploits the blocking technique mentioned 
above and each processor executes ER process for the 
different block independently. The match-based approach 
also splits the initial record set but it focuses on dividing 
all combination of record pairs and decides which 
processor should compare which record pairs. The 
parallelism approach presented in this paper is basically 
started from the match-based approach. However, instead 
of splitting the initial record set, our approach focuses on 
splitting the result record set whose records are already 
compared and evaluated as non-matching each other. This 
schema allows us to eliminate a lot of redundant records 
and comparisons and to achieve the linear speed up from 
2 to 15 processors. 

6. Conclusion 

Entity Resolution is an important problem that arises 
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in many information integration applications. A lot of 
previous work to date has focused on how to achieve 
semantically accurate results, e.g., how to ensure that the 
resulting records truly represent real-world entities in 
some application domain. Instead, we have focused on the 
also important problem of optimizing match and merge 
processes that can provide complete results for arbitrary 
conditions designated by users, and how can we divide 
and distribute all the ER process across multiple 
processors? We presented P-Swoosh, which divides 
non-matching record set instead of dividing the initial 
record set. Our evaluation results using Yahoo! shopping 
data showed that P-Swoosh can reduce the cost of the 
sequential algorithm dramatically, and it demonstrates the 
almost linear scalability from 2 to 15 processors 
regardless with or without domain knowledge. Finally, 
P-Swoosh using 10 processors achieved more than 30 
times better performance than the sequential algorithm. 
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